Dear Ms. Anjali,
So, as parents, we graduate an year again with this amazing journey with South City
International School.
This note is a 'thanks' to all the moments that we smiled for as contended parents. Few - a must
share from us.
1. Saina got her first leadership role as a 'Prefect'. Thanks for according her the responsibility.
Such leadership role paves the way to a strong character responsibility which we found distinct in
our ward. She wanted to lead at all times and you showered her the opportunity. Thank you! and we know this is perhaps just the beginning!
2. As always the annual function was good - brightness,colors, collaboration ! That everyone gets
to participate someway buds up talent and confidence - and ofcourse the team spirit - team, not
merely as a class but as South City International School.
3. We thank you for according Saina with the opportunity of hosting at the English Elocution and
Bengali Elocution. Saina also participated in the French Elocution and brought home a third
prize.
All thanks to the teacher's effort.
And what pride did we feel as parents that our ward got to participate in all the 3 Elocution
events.

4. This year, Saina was selected by Radio One 94.3 as a Young Star Radio Jockey to speak
about her school and family and she was just 'ga-ga' for her school. We take it as her honest
gesture to speak so comfortably about her school in public.
We thank the School for building up this confidence in her!

Teacher's - A must thanks!
1. Ms. Sejal Arora (Class Teacher) - We have no words to thank her enough. Often she went out
of her way to help us with information that we tentatively missed out on. She was prompt, to the
point , extremely supportive, co-operative at all times - full of energy !!
2. Ms. Sharmistha (Bengali Teacher) - Optimistic, extremely supportive. Several times, we got
stuck in guiding our little one with her Bengali lessons. We wrote to her - and she was extremely
positive with her approach and also guided us with the way forward.
3. French Teacher / Moral Science Teacher - We have a note of thanks for her at all times through all the years - she is one 'important' reason our ward looks forward to her school days.
We , as parents, are geared up to face Class 3 now. We are super motivated - super energized
to be with this journey with you on Class 3.
Wish all of you the very best at all times.

Best Regards,
Abhishek Chatterjee & Sanjukta Chatterjee

